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Abstract 
Goto, S., Proof normalization with nonstandard objects, Theoretical Computer Science 85 (1991) 
333-351. 
It is well known that formal proof systems can serve as programming languages. A proof that 
describes an algorithm can be executed by Prawitz’s normalization procedure. This paper extends 
the computational use of proofs to realize a lazy computation formally. It enables computation of 
a proof over stream objects (infinitely long lists) as in concurrent Prolog. In this paper we follow the 
natural deduction formalism. Our presentation of natural deduction differs from Gentzen’s system 
in the existential elimination rule. We apply the Borkowski-Stupecki’s device. There is no difference 
between Gentzen’s rule and Borkowski-Stupecki’s rule as far’as formula provability is concerned. 
However, the new rule is essential to proof normalization. A new concept, the pseudonormal proof, 
is introduced to formalize our normalization method. To deal with infinitely long objects we extend 
the number theory to incorporate infinite numbers. This is an application of nonstandard analysis to 
computer programs. We show that the rule of mathematical induction can be extended to cover 
infinite numbers with appropriate computational meaning. 
1. Introduction 
Proof normalization has a long history in mathematical logic. In his book, Natural 
Deduction, Prawitz [lo] proved the normalization theorem in various logical systems. 
The significant result for computer science is: 
If there is a constructiue proof of the formula 3z(A(z)), one can get an answer 
t, which satisfies A(t), after normalizing the proof. 
*A preliminary version, entitled “Nonstandard normalization” was presented at UK/Japan Workshop 
on Computer Science (organized by Professors T. Ito and R. Burstall), held at Sendai, Japan on July 6-9, 
1987. The current title of this paper comes from Professor T. Ito’s advice. 
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This realizes a computation that is appropriately called logic programming. Although 
proof normalization can treat full predicate logic, it is less efficient than Prolog. 
Goad [3] proposed an extended h-calculus, named p-calculus, to represent proofs. 
P-calculus terms are executed efficiently. Hagiya noticed that most parts of a proof are 
irrelevant to the computation and so introduced a new notion to eliminate the 
unnecessary normalization steps [S]. 
This paper describes a new approach, which furthers extended proof normalization. 
Prawitz’s normalization procedure does not give an answer t until the proof is finally 
normalized. Thus, it is less efficient if the normalization takes a long time, and it is 
impossible to get an answer if the proof figure contains an infinite term, such as an 
infinitely long list. Our method is to replace Gentzen’s existential elimination rule with 
the BorkowskiiSlupecki 3E-rule [lo]. The new rule seems to be only a notational 
change in the natural deduction formalism, but actually, it has the same deductive 
power as Gentzen’s standard 3E-rule. However, proof normalization with the 
BorkowskiiSlupecki rule can proceed one step further. The new normalization 
procedure may give a partial answer before the proof is totally normalized. This is 
essential when an infinite object occurs in a proof. The partial answer would contain 
an ambiguous name which the Borkowski-Slupecki rule introduces. This paper defines 
a new concept, that of a pseudonormal proof, which formulates the partial answer. 
To make full use of the partial answers we must formalize what is called an “infinite 
object”. This paper applies nonstandard analysis [ 1 l] to deal with infinite numbers. 
A new constant o will be introduced to denote an infinite integer. We will extend 
number theory by adding a set of axioms (O<w, 1 <w, 2 <o, . ..} that assert the 
existence of an infinitely large natural number. The rule of mathematical induction is 
extended naturally to cover infinite numbers. The new normalization procedure can 
be applied to the extended number theory. It provides a computation mechanism for 
infinite objects, e.g. streams in concurrent Prolog. 
Remark: The original idea of proof normalization with nonstandard objects was 
informally illustrated by the author at IJCAI-85 [4]. The earlier version of this paper 
presented at UK/Japan Workshop at Sendai in 1987 tried to formalize the idea. After 
the Workshop we became aware that Martin-Liif had proposed a similar method of 
introducing nonstandard objects in 1987 [S]. He also gave a talk at Logic Colloquium 
‘88 at Padova [9]. His work and the present paper are independent although they 
have a common idea. Appendix C describes the relation between our method and 
Martin-Liif’s extension of his constructive type theory. 
2. Computation by normalization 
Proof normalization is elegantly explained using the natural deduction formalism. 
Figure l(a) summarizes the inference rules for natural deduction and Fig. l(b) shows 
seven basic rules and the rule of mathematical induction for number theory. In 
Fig.l(b)t=tisanaxiomandp,,p,,... are predicate constants which are the graphs 
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Fig. l(a). Inference rules in natural deduction. 
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Fig. l(b). Basic rules and the rule of induction. 
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Fig. 2. Proof using a rule of induction. 
of primitive recursive functions. The function s( .) stands for the successor function: 
s(a)=a+ 1. 
A typical proof in natural deduction is illustrated in Fig. 2. It includes the rule of 
induction (IND). The proof in Fig. 2 concludes Vx3z(x + y = z). The assumptions are: 
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(1) 0 + y = y and (2) Vxwz(x + w = z 1 s(x) + w = s(z)). Two other formulas enclosed in 
brackets, [a + y = c] and [ 3z(a + y =z)], are not considered to be assumptions. The 
formal definition is given below. 
2.1. Definition. At applications of v E-, I> I-, 35 and IND-rules, certain assumptions 
(indicated by brackets in Figs. l(a) and l(b)) are said to be discharged by the rule. The 
conclusion of a proof is said to depend on the assumptions that have not been 
discharged. 
Sometimes, it is important to distinguish among premises of inference rules. 
2.2. Definition. In an application of an elimination rule (E-rule), the premise contain- 
ing the occurrence of the logical connective to be eliminated ( A, v ,I, V, 3), is called 
the major premise of the inference rule. The other premises are called minor premises. 
Any premise of an introduction rule (I-rule), a *-rule or a basic rule is called a major 
premise. The two premises of IND-rule are called minor premises. 
In short, proof normalization eliminates redundant parts in natural deduction 
proofs [lo, 131. Here, only the four reduction rules relevant to this paper are 
explained. 
Reduction rules 
(Rl) V-reduction rule: If a proof has a VI-rule immediately followed by a VE-rule, it 
is simplified by canceling both applications of the rules. Here n(a) stands for 
a subproof and the a in L?(u) indicates a parameter. 
n(a) 
A(a) 
VI 
WA(x)) is reduced to If(t) 
VE =S A(t) . 
A(r) 
(R2) Sreduction rule: If a proof has an 3 I-rule immediately followed by an 3 E-rule, 
it is simplified by canceling both applications of the rules. Here 17 and n’(a) 
stand for subproofs and the a in n’(u) indicates a parameter. 
II 
A(r) CA(a)1 n 
31 H’(a) is reduced to [A(t)] 
MA(x)) C =a n’(t) 
3E C. 
C 
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(R3) IND-reduction rule: The IND-reduction rule simplifies the term t if the term is 
of the form 0 or s(t). 
CA(41 
no n(a) 
A(O) AM4) HO 
IND =S A(0) , 
A(O) 
and 
CA(a)1 CA@41 
n0 nk4 n0 n(a) 
A(O) A(441 A(O) AW) 
IND =c. IND . 
44t)) CA(t)1 
n(t) 
AMt)) 
(R4) *-reduction rule: The *-reduction rule reduces the logical complexity of the 
conclusion of a *-rule. If it is repeatedly applied, the conclusions become 
atomic formulas (containing no logical connectives: A , v , 3, Q and 3). Only 
the reduction rule for A A B is shown here. Other cases are treated similarly 
u31. 
n n - 
n h * h 
A A Bh 
-* 3 
AAB AAB ’ 
2.3. Definition. A proof Il is said to be normal if no reduction rule is applicable to II. 
Before stating the key property of a normal proof, the concept of the Hurrop 
formula should be introduced. 
2.4. Definition. The set of Harrop formulas is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) Every atomic formula is a Harrop formula. 
(2) If A and B are Harrop formulas, then A A B and V’xA(x) are Harrop formulas. 
(3) If B is a Harrop formula, then A I B is a Harrop formula, regardless of the form 
of A. 
The Harrop formula has no positive v nor 3, except in the left-hand side of the 
implications (I). Theorem 2.5 asserts the significant result in proof normalization. 
2.5. Theorem. In a normal proof of 3zA(z), where assumptions are only Hurrop 
formulas, the jinul rule applied in the proof is 3 I. It infers 3zA(z) from the major premise 
A(t) for a suitable term t. 
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The proof is given in [13]. 
In Fig. 3, the proof of Fig. 2 can be normalized to calculate the sum of two numbers 
because the two assumptions are both Harrop formulas and the proof satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 2.5. The normalization procedure starts at Step 1, where s(O) is 
substituted for V’x. s(O) means the integer 1. The inference rules enclosed by a m are 
STEP 1: An VE rule is attached at the bottom of the proof in Figure 2, and s(O) 
for Vx. mand m are canceled. 
vxwz(x+w=z 3 s(x)+w=s(z)) 
la+v=cl a+v=c 1 da)+v=s(c) 
VE 
. - 1 ,I. ,I 
31 [3z(a+y=z)l 
"(")+Y=~(c)31 
>E 
o+y=y 3z(s(a)+y=z) 
3E 
3z(O+y=z) %(s(a)+r=z) 
STEP 2: 
_..- 
3z(b+y=z) m 
Vx3z(x+y=z) 
VE 51 3z(s(O)+y=z 
Then, IND-reduction applies. 
is substituted 
[a+y=cl a+y=c 3 s(a)+y=s(c) y” 
s(a)+r=s(c) 
3E 
- 31 
z) o+y=y 3, [Na+y=z)l 3z(s(a)+.y= 
3z(O+y=z) 3z(s(a)+y=z kg 
3z(s(O)+y=z) 
STEP 3: The reduced proof becomes large. however, the induction term is reduced from s(O) to 0. 
vxwz(x+\v=2 , s(s)+w=s(z)) 
V/E 
[a+y=c] a+y=c > s(a)+y=s(c) 
>E 
s(a)+k=5(C) vxwz(x+w=z > s(x)+w=s(z)) 
VE 
o+y=y [3z(a+y=z)] ~z(s(a)+y=z) 
!I1 ht’; 
[0+y=c] o+y=c > s(O)+y=s(c) 
40)+Y=s(c)31 
>E 
3z(O+y=z) 3z(s(a)+y=z 
%(o+y=z) 3z(s(O)+y=z) 3E 
%(s(O)+y=z) 
STEP 4: IND-reduction cuts out the inductlon step 
vxwz(s+w=7. > s(x)+w=s(z)) 
VE 
[0+y='.] o+y=c > s(o)+Y=?(C) 
Sz)O 
s(O)+y=s(c) 
>E 
!I1 
%(s(O)+y=z) 
Lz 
3z(s(O)+y=z) 
STEP 5: Finally, the answer for gz can be found. 
vx\vz(s+\vu=z > b(x)+w=S(Z)) 
VE 
u+4=> o+y=y > s(U)+y=s(y) 
>E 
$o)+Y=s(y) 
31 
%($U)+y=z) 
Fig. 3. Normalizing procedure. 
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eliminated by the reduction rules. The final rule of the proof found at Step 5 is 31. 
Thus, proof normalization can compute the answer for 3z(s(O) + y=z), i.e. the term 
s( y) satisfies s(O) + y = s( y). 
The induction term at Step 2 is s (0) = 1. If the induction term is n, the proof can be 
normalized as follows: 
A(O) n(a) A(O) n(a) A (0) 
IND = * . . . =+ n(O) . 
44 A(n I 1) A(1) 
17(nL 1) 
A(n) A(;: 1) 
17(n2 1) 
A(n) 
3. BorkowskiLSlupecki rule and pseudo-Harrop formulas 
Although proof normalization provides a theoretically justified computation, it 
does not always produce a satisfactory answer. We will take a new approach to 
improve the usefulness of proof normalization. Our method is to replace Gentzen’s 
existential elimination rule [CIE-rule in Fig. l(a)] by Borkowski-Slupecki’s rule (the 
BS-rule for short). The BS-rule is explained in [lo] together with other notational 
variations of the natural deduction formalism. Apparently, it has the same deductive 
power as Gentzen’s standard 1E-rule. However, we will show that proof normal- 
ization can proceed one step further if the new rule is applied in the proof. 
For notational convenience, the conversion scheme from Gentzen’s rule to 
BorkowskiLSlupecki’s rule is counted among the reduction rules in normalization. 
Borkowski-Slupecki’s existential elimination rule: 
BorkowskiPSlupecki’s rule uses a new category of individual symbols called ambigu- 
ous names. An ambiguous name (e.g. CX) has subscripts consisting of possibly empty 
strings of individual parameters (e.g. a). 
The ambiguous names are similar to Skolem functions. The earlier version of this 
paper obtains a partial answer using Skolem functions instead of ambiguous names 
[4]. However, the ambiguous name is more suitable for formalizing the new normaliza- 
tion method (Appendix A justifies ambiguous names). Two new reduction rules are 
introduced to cover the new BS-rule. R5 substitutes the BS-rule for the original 
3E-rule. R2’ is a replacement of R2. 
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Reduction rules 
(R5) The BS-reduction rule: Gentzen’s existential elimination rule (3 E) is replaced 
by Borkowski-Slupecki’s rule. 
CA(a)1 
3x(A(x)) C 3E 
is reduced to “EL;‘) BS 
C 
* 
c 
(R2’) The BS-31-reduction rule: If an 31-rule is immediately followed by a BS-rule, 
the proof is simplified by canceling both of the rules: 
A(t) 31 
3x(A(x)) 
A(x) 
BS is reduced to 
* A(t) 
The formula A(x) may not be a single formula. Appendix A explains this in detail. 
The new reduction rules change the proof normalization method. For example, 
Fig. 4 illustrates the new normalization steps. The new reduction rules R5 and R2’ are 
applied to the same proof as in Fig. 3. 
In Fig. 4, the BS-reduction rule R5 is applied and Gentzen’s rule is replaced with an 
ambiguous name z,, Y at the first step. At Step 4, some occurrences of the term CL,, Y are 
replaced by c+ because IND-reduction substitutes the term 0 for the parameter a. 
The 31-BS-reduction rule (R2’) is applied at Step 5. The rest of the figure is similar to 
Fig. 3. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the normalization steps in Figs. 3 and 4. Apparently, 
the final answers are identical. However, it should be noted here that the final 
inference rules at Steps 4, 5, and 6 in Fig. 4 are 31. Then, we can pick up the answers 
for 3z at Steps 4 and 5, as well as at Step 6. The term s(c(~,~) contains an ambiguous 
name c(~, y which will be later substituted by y. The term is called a partial answer 
Table 1 
Summary of Fig. 3 
Step 
Normal? 
Final rule 
Answer 
1 2 3 4 
No No No No 
VE IND 3E 3E 
5 
Yes 
31 
S(Y) 
Table 2 
Summary of Fig. 4 
Step 
Normal? 
Final rule 
Answer 
1 2 
No No 
3E 3E 
3 4 5 6 
No No No Yes 
IND 31 31 31 
S(%. Y) S(%,,) s(Y) 
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STEP 1: 
STEP 2: 
STEP 3: 
STEP 4: 
3a(O+y=z) 
@iiJ 
BS 
vxwz(x+w=z > s(x)+w=s(z)) 
VE 
O+y=no,y O+Y=~oJ 3 S(O)+Y=s(w,y) 
S(O)+Y=s(m.u) 
>E 
3z(s(O)+y=z) 
31 
STEP 5: The 31 -BS- reduction rule is applied 
STEP 6: (Omitted. The proof , .s identical to STEP 5 in Figure 3.) 
Given the Sme proof as in Figure 3, BS-reduction is applied first. 
Vxwz(x+w=z > s(x)+w=s(z)) 
[a+y=c] a+y=c 3 s(a)+y=s(c) 
VE 
s(a)+y=s(c) 
>E 
31 
o+y=y [3z(a+y=z)] 3z(s(a)+y=z) 
31 
%(s(a)+r=z) 
m 
3z(O+y=z) 
3z(b+y=z) 
IND 
VI 
t/x3z(x+y E! 
3z(s(O)+y=z) 
m and m are canceled. 
BS [3z(a+y=z)] vxwz(x+w=~ 2 s(x)+w=s(z)) VE 
a+y=a,,y a+y=qy 1 s(a)+Y=s(%,,) 
o+y=y s(a)+Y=s(%y) 
>E 
~ 31 
3z(O+y=z) 3z(s(a)+y=z) 
31 
V:;;;x====;)m IND 
VE 
P 3z(s(O)+y=a 
IND-reduction 
BS [%(a+y=z)] Vxwz(x+w=z 1 s(x)+w=s(z)) VE 
a+y=C%,y a+y=qy 3 s(a)+Y=s(%y) 
o+y=y s(a)+y=s(qy) 
>E 
~ 31 
3z(O+y=z) 3z(s(a)+y=z) 
31 
3z(s(O)+y=z) 
m 
A partL31 answer appears. 
Bs [3z(a+y=z)] Vxwz(x+w=z 3 s(x)+w=s(z)) vE 
a+y=ao,y a+y=aa,, 3 s(a)+Y=s(%v) ,p 
o+y=y $“)+Y=s(%y) 
>- 
3z(O+y= if’ 3z(s(a)+y=z) 31 
3z(O+y=z) Vxwz(x+w=z > s(x)+w=s(z)) 
VE 
Fig. 4. BS-rule and a partial answer. 
because it partially specifies the term: s(something). The partial answer for a proof Il is 
generally formulated as the answer for the detached proof Zi-IIIo. We will divide 
a proof into subproofs to apply the normalization theorem partially. Definition 3.1 
introduces a new concept of the detached proof. 
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3.1. Definition. 
(i) Con(IZ) is the conclusion of proof n, i.e. the formula proved by n. 
(ii) A subproof Ii’, of Ii’ is detachable if no assumptions in 17, are discharged below 
Con(UO). 
(iii) The detached proof R-Ii’, is obtained by replacing the subproof Z7, by the 
single formula Con( Z7,). II-n, is called the detached proof at Con( Z7,). 
The detached proof needs a justification. 
3.2. Theorem. The detached proof 17 - ll, is a proof in natural deduction. The formula 
Con(Ilo) is a basic axiom or an open assumption of the detached proof: 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Appendix B. 
In Fig. 4, the proof at Step 4 can be detached at O+Y= ~l~,~. The detached proof is 
found to be normal and has the final inference rule 31. 
3.3. Definition. A proof II is said to be pseudonormal if there are subproofs 
n,,n,, . . . . U, of II such that the detached proof(((n-n7,)-n,)... -Ii’,) is normal. 
In Fig. 4, the proofs at Steps 4 and 5 are pseudonormal. Moreover, the formula 
O+Y=uo,, is a Harrop formula. Thus, we can apply Theorem 2.5 to get the answer 
s(c(~, y) for the detached proof at 0 + y = x0, y. In Fig. 3, on the other hand, the proof at 
Step 4 is pseudonormal because the detached proof at 3z(O+y=z) is normal. How- 
ever, Theorem 2.5 cannot be applied to it because the formula %(O+y=z) is not 
a Harrop formula. This simple comparison illustrates that the BS-rule can make 
a non-Harrop formula into a Harrop formula by eliminating the existential quantifier 
(3). This property is significant in proof normalization. 
4. Nonstandard numbers 
The new normalization procedure is essential if a proof contains an infinite object. 
The number theory can be extended to deal with infinite numbers if nonstandard 
analysis [11] is applied. A new constant w that denotes an infinite integer is intro- 
duced, and the number theory will be extended by adding a set of axioms 
(0 <o, 1 <w, 2 co, } that assert the existence of an infinitely large natural number 
w. Thus, an extended number theory is obtained and the IND-rule is also extended to 
incorporate nonstandard terms. Appendix C describes the alternative definition by 
Martin-Liif [S, 91, 
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Next, we will show an interesting application of our normalization procedure to the 
going-down induction rule (IND 1 for short). It is a variant of the original (going-up) 
induction rule (IND). 
Going-down induction rule: 
A(t) A(a) 
A(u) 
INDl> where t3u. 
The INDJ has close relationship to computer programs. Manna and Waldinger [6] 
applied the rule to synthesize a program. We will show that the INDL is also useful in 
proof normalization if the INDJ-reduction rule is properly formulated. To obtain the 
appropriate INDJ-reduction rules, we should first derive the INDJ induction rule 
from the original IND rule. 
Some textbooks on mathematical logic cover the derivation of going-down induc- 
tion. It is fairly simple to prove in classical logic. However, we do not prove it in 
classical logic because we are applying the normalization theorem to perform compu- 
tation. Instead, it is necessary to prove it in Heyting arithmetic, or intuitionistic 
number theory. The proof is rather tedious, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Figure 5(a) 
illustrates the main proof which uses the IND (going-up induction rule) and EQ. The 
EQ inference rule is one of the basic rules in number theory (Fig. l(b)). The function 
symbol 1 denotes the cut-off subtraction: x “0 =x, x 2 s(y) = pd(x 1 y), where pd is 
the predecessor function: pd(O)=O, pd(s(x))=x. It should be noted here that the 
induction term in the proof in Fig. 5(a) is t-u in t I (t 2 u). The Subproof (t, a) can be 
proved in Fig. 5(b). 
Vx(x=x-0) 
A(t) t=t-0 
t>u t>_u 3 (t-(t:u)=u) 
t’(t’U)=U 
>E 
A(t-0) 
A(t-(Gu)) 
A(u) 
EQ 
Fig. S(a). The main proof of going-down induction. 
Vxy(x-y#O 3 x;y=s(x-s(y)))m 
Vxy(x-y=o > x-y=r-s(y)) 
y; [A(t+)] 
It-a#ol llafo 3 t-a=s(t%(a)) 
[MGO] t:a=o , t--a=tGs(a) t-a=s(t%(a)) 3E 
vx(x=ovx#o) VE I.N-41 
EQ 
t-Ed-s(a) 
EQ 
l-a=ovt~a#o A(t~s(a)) 
.q-s(a)) 
VE 
Fig. 5(b). The detailed Subproof (t, a). 
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We can apply the original IND-reduction rules to Fig. 5(a). If t happens to be u, the 
reduction rule R3 prunes the induction step and produces a simpler proof for A(u). 
vx(x=x~o) 
A(t) t=t-0 
VIZ 
EQ S%;:o%t a) 
vx(x=x~o) 
VE 
A(t-LO) A(t) t=t:o 
t& 
A(Wa)) iND j 
A(tlO) 
EQ 
t-O=u 
EQ 
A(tlO) 
A(u) A(u) 
EQ 
The resultant proof (the right hand side of -) is normal. A(u) is logically equivalent to 
a formula A(u) because t=u. This brings about the new reduction rule for the 
IND l-induction rule. 
(R6(a)) INDJ-reduction rule: If t=u, the INDJ-reduction rule prunes the induc- 
tion step. 
Alternatively, t >u, then the IND-reduction rule can be applied to the proof in 
Fig. 5(a) to reduce the complexity of the term t 2 u = s(t 1 s(u)). 
Vx(x=x~O) 
A(t) t=tlO ” [A(tla)] 
A(tlO) 
EQ Subproof (t ,a) 
t=s(t&l))=u 
A(t-s(a)) IND 
A(t-s(t-s(u))) 
EQ 
A(u) 
vx(x=x~o) 
A(t) t=tlO 
TQ J?ic$i,t a) 
is reduced to A(tlO) 
+ 
:(+a)) iND 
A(%(t-s(u))) 
t-s(Ls(u))=u 
Subproof (t,%(u)) 
A(t+(tls(u))) 
EQ 
A(u) 
The term t ‘(t -s(u)) is calculated as t I (t Ls(u)) = s(u). The new induction term is 
t’s(u). This leads to a new reduction rule for going-down induction: 
(R6(b)) INDJ-reduction rule: 
A(u) 
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Using the new reduction rules R6(a) and R6(b), the proof in Fig. 6 is normalized to 
produce an answer. The term [xl w] is an abbreviation for cons(x, w). Thus, [alb] is 
equal to cons(a,b). The proof states that there is an infinite list (stream), 
[Ol [l I[21 [3). ..]]]] if two assumptions hold. The first postulate (the uppermost 
assumption in Fig. 6) means that there is a list [x) w] for x if there already is a list w for 
s(x). The other assumption states that there is an empty list [ ] for w, where CLI is an 
infinite number w = s(s(s(. ((0)). .))). 
Here the normalization steps are briefly sketched. First the BS-reduction is applied 
and the parameter b is replaced by an ambiguous name CI,. Then, the IND J-reduction 
substitute 0 for a and c(, becomes a0 which forms the first partial answer [Olcc,,]. The 
rest of the steps are analogous to the first segment and give the partial answers 
The ultimate answer is infinitely long because the normalization process shows an 
infinite reduction sequence, where A(n) = 3z(integers(n, z)). 
.A(-, ) rI( il / A(_,) II(A) A(&+] 
IKDI +J * =+ II(uJLl) 
A(0) .-\(s(O)] A(Ld~l) 
n(o) 
“‘(0) 440)) 
WO) 
.4(O) 
The final answer coincides with the streams (infinitely long lists) produced by the 
first statement in the program written in concurrent Prolog [12] (Fig. 7). In fact, the 
first assumption in the proof in Fig. 6 is logically equivalent to statement (1) in Fig. 7, 
and the program in Fig. 7 will be simulated by the new proof normalization. 
(1) integers(N,CNISl) :- Ni:=N+l 1 integers(Nl,S). 
(2) even(lAILl,IAIWl) :- 0 is A mod 1 I even(L?,W) 
(3) even([AlLl,W) :- otherwise I even(L?,W). 
(4) :- integers(O,S),even(S?,W). 
Fig. 7. Concurrent Prolog. 
If Prawitz’s normalization procedure is applied to the proof in Fig. 6, the IND J- 
rule can be reduced if the number theory is extended. However, no partial answer can 
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be expected before the proof is totally normalized. 
BorkowskiiSlupecki’s rule in proof normalization. 
5. Concurrent normalization 
This illustrates the usefulness of 
The previous program in concurrent Prolog can be computed by our normalization 
method. Statement (1) is already treated in Fig. 6. Statements (2) and (3) provide 
assumptions Ass(Z) and ASS(~) in the proof shown in Fig. 8. even( 1, c) means that 1 is 
a list of natural numbers and c is a list of even numbers in 1. euen( [ 1, [ 1) is 
assumed. A subproof 17 in Fig. 8 has the conclusion 0 =(a mod 2) V 0 #(a mod 2), 
which incorporates an IND-rule. The detailed structure of 17 is not shown here. 
0 a mod 2 )1 evrn(l,c) 
O#(a mod 2)Arvrrl(l.c) Ass(Q) 
even( a/l .c) 
Fig. 8. Proof for even. 
The proof uses linear list induction (IND[ I). Linear list induction is another 
variation of the IND-rule, obtained through identifying O++[ 1, i.e. empty list, and 
s( y)~ [xl y], i.e. cons(x, y). The reduction rules for IND [ ] are straightforward and 
are omitted here. They treat the induction term [xl y] as s(t). 
CAMI 
A([ I) ‘N41)INDC , 
A(t) 
Finally, two proofs are combined to produce the same effect as statement (4) in 
Fig. 7. Figure 9 illustrates only the first five steps in proof normalization. However, it 
is easy to see that computation is performed concurrently. The INDJ subproof 
produces the list (stream) and the IND [ ] subproof consumes it. The normalization 
of INDJ can be performed independently of IND[ J normalization. 
The concurrent Prolog program in Fig. 7 has the read-only annotation, such as “L?” 
and “S?“, which attains a kind of synchronization. On the other hand, our proof 
normalization needs no extra synchronization mechanism because it is impossible to 
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STEP 1: The combined proof: m is replaced by a BS-rule. 
3w(even(l,w)) 
3w(even([],w)) ~w(even([all],w)) 
‘NDLI 
[3z(integers(s(a),z)] [integers(O,b)] 3w(even(b,w)) 
AI 
integers(w ,[ ]) 3z(integers(a,z)) 
INDl 
integers(O,b)A3w(even(b,w)) 
31 
+,(integers(O,z)) %(integers(o,z)A 3w(?ven(z.w))) 
La 
3z(integers(O,z)A3w(even(z,\Y))) 
STEP 2: BS-rule brmgs about an ambiguous name 8. [INDIJ 1s reduced next 
32 integers s a ,7. 
integers(w,[]) &(integers(a,z)) 
lINDll 
[3w(even(l.w))] 
3z(integers(O,z)) %v(even([],w)) 3w(wen([all],w)) 
BS IND[I 
integers(O,& 3w(even(O,w)) 
Al 
iIltepers(o.~)A3w(even(~,~~)) 
31 
3z(lntegers(O,a)A~w(even(z.wi))) 
STEP 3: After IND1 reduction, another ambiguous name no comes Out. 
integerS(O,[Olao]) 
El? 
[3w(evell(l.w))] 
3z(intcgers(O.z)) 
IE 
3w(ew([],m)) 3v(cvrn([a~I].w)) 
INN 
mkgers(O,i3) 3w(rwn(:3.w)) 
AI 
lntrgers(O.3)A3r\~(evell(ii.w)i 
31 
~z(llltl~g,~~,(o.a)A~~(~~rl~(z,~~))) 
STEP 4: jI-BS reduction substitutes [O\w,] for ij 
STEP 5: An ambiguous name y, is Introduced for ~IO(PL~III(~,II-)) in Figure 7 and the partial answer 
for u 1s [Oj-,a,.]. The first element 0 in (O~C\,,] appears m [Ol?,,,] because I) is an even num- 
ber 
Fig. 9. Combined proof. 
normalize the consumer part (IND[ J) before the list is partly generated by INDJ. 
In other words, normalization never overruns even if a BS-rule is included to provide 
a partial answer. This is an advantage over concurrent Prolog in realizing formal 
computation without employing nonlogical tricks. 
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6. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a new method of proof normalization that replaces Gentzen’s 
existential elimination rule with Borkowski-Slupecki’s rule (or the BS-rule). The 
BS-rule can give a partial answer if certain conditions are satisfied. 
Most formulas representing computer algorithms take the form of Vxjz(A(x,z)), 
where x is an input variable and z is the output. If the formula is proved using an 
IND-rule (mathematical induction), one can obtain the answer for z by normalization. 
First, Vx is substituted by a term t and the conclusion becomes 3z(A(t,z)). The 
induction step has a formula 3z(A(a, z)). Thus, the BS-rule has a chance to be applied 
and produce a possibly Harrop formula A(a, a,). 
A partial answer can contain c(,, an ambiguous name. The ambiguous name is 
similar in concept to the Skolem function. In our earlier paper [4], the Skolem 
function is used, and the subproof is attached to the function. Later, we found the 
Borkowski-Slupecki device more suitable for formalizing the idea of partial answers. 
Our method is useful when a proof has an infinite object. If the induction term is 
infinite, an answer cannot be obtained through the standard normalization procedure 
because it never terminates. On the other hand, the new method can normalize the 
proof further and it can possibly produce a partial answer when the proof becomes 
pseudonormal. In fact, it realizes a stream-like computation as in concurrent Prolog. 
The nonstandard number o can be semantically thought of as an infinite sequence 
(0, 1,2,. . . ). And the nonstandard term can be imagined as a sequence of terms. 
It should be noted that it is impossible to distinguish between “finite” and “infinite” 
in nonstandard analysis. Accordingly, the normalization theorems should be appro- 
priately revised because they rely on the term “finite” (e.g. normalizable in finite steps). 
Our extension does not guarantee that the normalization process terminates in 
“finite” steps. It can terminate at step cu. Computer programs can trace the extended 
normalization only in the finite segment. 
Appendix A. Formulae as types approach to ambiguous names 
Ambiguous names can be justified if the proof is interpreted as a typed h-term. We 
follow the definition of typed terms by Diller [2]. It is similar to Martin-LBf [7] to 
construct expressions of the form a!-A, where a is a term of type A, which is 
interpreted as “a is an object of type A” or “u is a proof of the formula A”. Variables 
may be bound by A, ‘d, 3, but our Definition A.1 shows only j-terms in detail. 
A.l. Definition. (1) o is a type. (It denotes the type of the natural numbers.) 
(2) If A and J3 are types and xA does not occur in the type of any free variable in B, 
then VxA(B) and 3xA(B) are types. 
(3) For any type A, the variable xA is a term of type A. 
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(4) Properties of j-terms: 
(31) If al-A and bk-B[a], then (a,b)F3xA(B[xA]). 
(3E) If ct3xA(B[xA]), thenj,ckA andjZckB[jlc]. 
(3D) jl(a,b)Da and j,(a,b)Db, where xDy reads “x reduces to y”. 
A.2. Definition. If xA does not occur in B, we write A 1 B for VxA(B), and A A B for 
3xA(B). 
If there is a proof of the form cl-3xA(B[xA]), then the BS-rule can be applied to it 
and a proof of bl-B[aA] can be obtained. The ambiguous name c( is of the same type 
as xA, namely, type A. Thus, &A and bk-B[aA] hold. On the other hand, (3E) in 
Definition A.1 asserts that jlcl-A and j,cl---B[j,c]. This suggests that CI and jic 
should have some property in common. In fact, the normal form of IX is identical to the 
normal form of j,c shown by the expression 
where tN denotes the unique normal form of t. The equation characterizes the 
ambiguous name. If a typed term could be used in the original proof, the term j,c 
would play the same role as an ambiguous name CI. If LX were explicitly written as j, c, it 
would no longer be “ambiguous”. 
The reduction rule R2’ in Section 3 can be explained using the term j, c, i.e. the rule 
R2’ reduces the term A(j,c) to A(t) if jlcD t. This reduction rule can be applied to 
every formula P( j,c) which contains the term j, c. 
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
The proof is almost clear. The following definition is due to Prawitz [lo]. It gives an 
alternative definition of the deduction (proof) in natural deduction. 
B.l. Definition 
(i) Il is a quasi-deduction when Il is a formula tree such that, if B is a formula 
occurrence in I7 and Al, Al, . . . . A,, are all the formula occurrences immediately 
above B in I7, then (A,, AZ, . . . . An/B) is an application of an inference rule in 
natural deduction. 
(ii) A discharge function 9 for a quasideduction Il is a function from a set of 
assumptions in 17 that assigns to A either A itself or a formula occurrence in 
Il below A. An assumption A in r is said to be discharged with respect to 9 at 
B if 9(A)=& where A#B. 
(iii) A discharge function 9 for a quasideduction Ll is regular if 
(1) the proper parameter a in VI application does not occur in any assumption 
on which the premise of this application depends and 
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(2) F(A) is the premise C in v E, s(B) is the premise C in v E, P(A) is B 
in 21, F(A(a)) is C in 3E and F(A(a)) is A(s(a)) in IND [Figs. l(a) 
and l(b)]. 
(iv) Zl is a deduction of A from r if U is a quasideduction such that the conclusion 
of II is A and there exists a regular discharge function 8 for II with the property that 
A depends with respect to F on formulas of r only. 
3.2. Theorem. The detached proof Il- l7, is a proof in natural deduction. The formula 
Con(ZZO) is a basic axiom or an open assumption of the detached proof. 
Proof. The detached proof II-n, is certainly a formula tree. The discharge function 
F’ for I7 - II, is easily defined by modifying the original discharge function 9 for Il. 
i 
F(A) if A occurs in I7 - n,, 
F’(A) = not defined if A is in no, 
A if A is Con(l;l,-,). 
The new function 9’ can be defined because there is no assumption A in II, which has 
the value B(A) in n--no. It is guaranteed by the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2. 
F(Con(A))=Con(A) means that Con(A) is not discharged. Thus, Con(A) is a basic 
axiom or an open assumption of n-no. 0 
Appendix C. Martin-Liif ‘s extension 
In this paper we extended the number theory by adding a set of axioms 
{O<o, 1<0,2<W, . . . }. The equation o=s(o- 1) is a theorem in our extended 
theory. On the other hand, Martin-Ltif [S, 91 extended the standard number theory 
by adding the axioms 
i 
f&EN (k=O, 1, . ..). 
wk=s(%+l). 
where N is a set of natural numbers. OE FV can then be defined by the explicit definition 
w = ORE N. Thus, ok = pdk(w) and ok = o - ~~(0) can be obtained, where pd stands for 
the predecessor function: pd(0) = 0, pd(s(x)) = x. The formula ~~(0) <w can be proved 
by the extended theory. 
One of the advantages of defining axioms for ok is that a sequence of approxima- 
tions to an infinite object can be made by successively substituting s(wk+l) for ok. 
This sequence is found to be a choice sequence [14]. 
In this paper we did not discuss any model-theoretic issues. However, we assumed 
the usual ultrafilter approach to nonstandard analysis when asked at the workshop. 
Martin-Lof [8] discussed the model-theoretic properties of the extended theory. He 
pointed out that the Frechet filter [l] is appropriate for constructive nonstandard 
analysis because the ultrafilter is only necessary for providing the excluded middle or 
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classic properties.’ Although the term “Frtchet filter” did not appear in [S] explicitly, 
it is implicitly assumed by the use of choice sequences. 
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